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Pioneer Blazes Trail Toward Compatability With LaserActive
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MEGA-COMPATIBLE: The consumer electronics business is suffering from techno-chaos. As a 
multitude of audio, video, and interactive systems fight it out in the format wars, consumers try 
to find room for yet another black box, muddle through their newest 50-page instruction 
booklets, and line up their newest remote controls with 10 others on the shelf. And all the while, 
wires and cables spread insidiously like kudzu vines through the living room and den.

But out of chaos comes order, as Nietzche was quoted in "Blazing Saddles." Pioneer Electronics 
has devised an elegantly simple solution to alleviate these concerns: the LaserActive multiplayer, 
a remarkable unit that combines unprecedented versatility and ease of use.

With the use of "control packs," the LaserActive player allows users to play back audio, video, 
games, and multimedia with just one single unit. The basic LaserActive machine (model CLD-
A100) lists for $ 970 and plays back both audio CDs and video laserdiscs, as do other laser 
combi-players now on the market.

But three different control packs, which insert neatly into the CLD-A100, turn the LaserActive 
into a true multi-format unit, capable of playing Sega CDs, Sega game cartridges, Turbo 
Technologies DuoSoft CDs, Turbo cartridges, karaoke laserdiscs, and CD+G (CD+Graphics) 
discs. What you have, then, is instant access to a vast and varied software library available right 
now: 7,500 laserdisc titles, 400 Sega and Turbo games, 1,500 karaoke songs, and tens of 
thousands of audio CDs.

In addition to this, the LaserActive machine plays a brand-new format that marries the analog 
laserdisc and the digital CD-ROM: the LaserActive disc. It resembles a normal laserdisc, but 
carries 60 minutes of laser-quality full-motion video and 540 megabytes of digital memory.

This means that the LaserActive disc will be a superior format for interactive live-action games.

Sega's version of the LaserActive disc is called Mega-LD, and NEC's is called LD-ROM (NEC 
co-owns Turbo Technologies). Pioneer is discussing software production with more than 50 
leading U.S. game and multimedia developers, and has established a new division devoted to 
LaserActive software, headed by Steve Kurita, executive VP of Pioneer's home electronics 
marketing division.



The Sega and NEC "control packs" list for $ 60 apiece, while the karaoke control pack retails for 
$ 350. Until Dec. 31, a software package will be bundled free with each purchase of a CLD-
A100 and control pack. The LaserActive-NEC combination includes the LD-ROM quiz game 
"Enconosaurus," a four-in-one Turbo game CD, and an Image "Fantasia" laserdisc. A 
LaserActive-Sega combo offers the Mega-LD action game "Pyramid Patrol," a four-in-one Sega 
game CD, a "Fantasia" laserdisc, and a "Sherlock Holmes Consulting Detective" Sega CD. The 
LaserActive-karaoke package includes a 53-song Karaoke laserdisc.

If purchased separately, LD-ROM and Mega-LD titles will retail for $ 120 each. Also available 
are the Mega-LDs "The Great Pyramid," an interactive tour of Ancient Egypt and the pyramids, 
and "I Will," a detective game and tour of London. This month and next, the LD-ROM games 
"Vajra" and "Manhattan Requiem," and Mega-LDs "Hi-Roller Battle" and "Space Beserker" will 
bow. "3-D Museum" (Mega-LD and LD-ROM) launches in January.

SONIC-ROM: A new CD-ROM game that will play on both LaserActive and Sega CD players is 
"Sonic CD" ($ 54.99), starring Sega's billion-dollar hedgehog. The disc debuts Nov. 23 and 
includes 60 levels of adventure, a mini-cartoon opening, and a stereo soundtrack composed by 
Spencer Nilsen. Musical guests include the vocal trio Pastiche, Mr. Big's Eric Martin, 
keyboardist David Young, and guitarist Erik Frykman.

Sega shipped 350,000 of it Sega CD players in September, according to a company 
spokesperson, and predicts an installed base of 1 million Sega CD units by year's end. Sega 
claims that worldwide stand-alone software sales for Sonic the Hedgehog games have now 
reached $ 1 billion.

VOYAGER recently released the original "Lord Of The Flies" (1963, wide, extras, $ 49.95), 
Peter Brook's powerful and unsettling adaptation of the William Golding novel about a group of 
English schoolboys cast away on a tropical island. Golding reads excerpts from the book on 
analog track one, while director Brook and other crew members offer a running commentary 
about the film on analog track two. The supplementary section includes outtakes, home movies, 
a production scrapbook, trailers, and more.

Another outstanding new Voyager release is "The Makioka Sisters" (1983, wide, $ 69.95), a 
beautifully etched study of four daughters of an Osaka tycoon, family struggles, and the clash of 
old and new cultures.

Lumivision just bowed "The Green Man" (side 3 CAV, $ 49.95), a marvelous contemporary 
ghost story with a wry performance by Albert Finney. Also out is "Robot Carnival" ($ 39.95), a 
superb collection of Japanese animation.

MULTIMEDIA NEWS: Interplay has acquired exclusive rights for Macintosh and PC formats to 
three titles from Philips Media Electronic Publishing that originally were produced for the CD-I 
format. In the first quarter of '94, Irvine, Calif.-based Interplay will distribute CD-ROM editions 
of the interactive movie "Voyeur," plus the games "Caesars World Of Gambling" and "Zombie 
Dinos From The Planet Zeltoid."



Time Warner Interactive Group has just bowed an MPC version of Pepe Moreno's "Hell Cab" ($ 
99.99), and a dual-format edition of "World Tales" ($ 59.99) that plays on both Mac and MPC 
systems.

Microsoft has updated "Encarta," first published in 1992. "Encarta: 1994 Edition" (MPC) will be 
available at the special price of $ 99 until Dec. 31. After that, it will list for $ 395. The new 
version includes the text of all 29 volumes of the Funk & Wagnall's Encyclopedia, plus 1,000 
additional articles, nearly 8,000 photos, 800 maps, 100 animations and video clips, and 3,500 
audio clips, plus the text of Webster's College Thesaurus. This impressive CD-ROM is an 
outstanding reference tool and a vivid demonstration of the power of multi-media.

Also new is "Cinemania '94" (MPC, $ 79.95), which radically updates the original 1992 release 
and includes text from film and video books by Leonard Maltin, Roger Ebert, Pauline Kael, and 
Ephraim Katz, plus full-motion clips from 20 movies and audio clips from 100 films.

FAREWELL, FELLINI: We dedicate this column to the late Italian film director Federico Fellini 
(1920-93), who made the cinema a much more imaginative experience and inspired a love of 
film in so many people around the world.
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TOKYO--Last year was an epochal one in the history of the Japanese laserdisc business, for one 
big reason: LD rental finally became a reality. By year's end, there were signs that rental was 
beginning to lift the LD business out of the doldrums it found itself in as Japan's recession 
continued. 

According to market leader Pioneer Electronic Corp., hardware sales in calendar 1993 for all 
manufacturers were roughly 450,000 units, compared to 1992's 669,000. Laserdisc software titles 
available now total roughly 18,000. 

Another major development on the LD front was Pioneer's introduction last summer of a new 
LD-based interactive format--called, logically enough, LaserActive--that the company co-
developed with computer-game company Sega Enterprises and NEC Home Electronics. Pioneer 
is placing great emphasis on LaserActive, stressing what it says are its advantages over CD-
ROM and CD-I. 

In those formats, the application program, as well as other data such as images and sound, are 
stored within a 540-megabyte area. With LaserActive, the existence of a separate, 60-minute 
analog image and FM sound storage area allows the 540-megabyte area to be used for interactive 
data capables. 

Pioneer also established the Multimedia Creators Network, made up of computer-graphics 
artists, musicians, movie directors, and academics, to develop LaserActive software. Members of 
the group include Hirosmi Ito, who heads Los Angeles-based computer graphics company Magic 
Box; producers Maurice White and George Martin; video artist Hiroyuki Nakano, known for his 
work with Deelite; YMO member Haruomi Hosono; and keyboardist Herbie Hancock. 

The network, says Pioneer spokesman Kinro Shimizu, was set up to avoid duplication of effort 
on the part of software developers working with the new formal 

Many industry observers saw Pioneer's decision to approve rental and the induction of 
LaserActive as the company's effort to stave off potential competition from the Video CD format 
now being developed. But Pioneer is keen to point out that, for now at least, Video CD can't 
match LD in terms of picture quality. 

When rental began in October, about 350 stores nationwide offered LD software rental, rising to 
about 400 by the end of the year, according to an article in the trade paper Dempa Shimbun. 
Currently, about 440 titles can be rented, including both domestic and foreign movies, animation, 
sports, and porn. Popular foreign rental titles included "Dances With Wolves" and "Silence Of 
The Lambs." 



According to the Dempa story, LD hardware sales in September, October, November, and 
December rose 27%, 30%, 19%, and 20%, respectively, over the corresponding 1992 levels, 
reflecting increased consumer interest in LD brought on by the advent of the rental era. 

Hardware makers expect this increased diffusion of LD players to help boost the sell-through 
market as well. Many video/CD rental shops, however, are taking a wait-and-see stance 
regarding LD rental, with most citing the need for more titles to be available. 

Laserdisc entered the high-definition era in 1993 with the introduction by Matsushita Electric 
Industrial and Pioneer of high-definition laserdisc players. Matsushita's LX-HD10 went on sale 
in Japan last May at a list price of 600,000 yen ($5,405), with monthly production set at 500 
units. The company expects annual demand in Japan for high-definition TV sets to reach 50,000 
units in fiscal 1993, which ends in March 1994. 

Pioneer launched domestic sales of its HLD-1000 high-definition LD player in July for 650,000 
yen ($5,855), producing 800 units a month. 

Both players are based on the specifications for Hi-Vision laserdiscs in the Japanese analog-
based MUSE format, which was agreed upon in 1991 by Matsushita, Sanyo, Sony, Toshiba, and 
Pioneer. 

Users will be able to play existing NTSC-format laserdiscs on both the LX-HD10 and the HLD-
1000. Pioneer says it could introduce a digital HDTV laserdisc system if the need for one arises 
in the future. Currently, 20 high-definition titles are available. 
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